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Enhancing Aviation Maintenance Training 
Using Scenario-based Education
Dr. Raymond Thompson – Western Michigan University
Why Develop an MRO Simulation?
• Medium to large aircraft maintenance is 
structured differently than small general 
aviation aircraft maintenance
• Most Part 147 training is done on GA 
aircraft
Goals of the MRO Simulation
• Expose students to large aircraft inspection 
and maintenance methodology
• Develop the communication and team 
skills required
• Develop the documents to train, perform, 
and document large aircraft maintenance
AVS 4630 Professional Maintenance Operations 
• Capstone course for the Aviation Technical 
Operations program
• Students have completed a traditional 
inspection course
• Primary course focus is on the 
maintenance process with hands-on skill 
building a secondary function
AVS 4630 Learning Outcomes
• Apply industry standards and practices for 
enabling airworthy medium to large 
transport category aircraft maintenance, 
including inspection and operation of large 
aircraft components and powered systems.  
(AABI 3.3.1-h, AABI 3.3.2-2)
AVS 4630 Learning Outcomes
• Create, validate and deploy a functional 
aircraft maintenance program an assigned 
section of WMU’s corporate or transport 
category aircraft, using process problem 
solving and risk assessment techniques 
(including Process Mapping and Risk 
Hazard Analysis diagramming techniques 
and manufacturer technical manual data).  
(AABI 3.3.1-c, 3.3.1-h, AABI 3.3.2-2)
AVS 4630 Learning Outcomes
• Plan and develop checklists for safe 
operation of aircraft systems relevant to 
medium or large transport aircraft, using 
technical writing principles, job hazard 
assessment and process mapping 
techniques covered in lectures and labs.  
Demonstrate safe operation of same.  
(AABI 3.3.1-h, AABI 3.3.2-3).
Project-based Learning
• Students are assigned a system and an 
inspection task
• Create a GenFam module on that 
system for all to use
• Process map the task
• Perform a hazard analysis
• Create a task card for the task
• Perform the maintenance with role play
Selected Course Resources
• B727-200F
• Aircraft Maintenance Manuals
• Aircraft Illustrated Parts Catalog
• Aircraft Wiring Manuals
• FAA Dirty Dozen
• NASA Foundations of Mission Control
• ASQ Flowchart Tool







Maintenance Process - Process
• 1 Shift manager
• 2 -3 Lead technicians
• 2 – 3 individuals / teams per lead
• Students receive team building and 
communication training

Maintenance Process - Personnel
Shift manager
• Review the status of all tasks
• Complete / in-progress / not started
• Determine work assignments for leads
• Brief leads at beginning of lab on work and 
other items of note (visitors, etc.)
• Supervise shift
Maintenance Process - Personnel
Lead Technicians
• Receive briefing form shift manager on 
work and other items of note (visitors, etc.)
• Coordinate resources and operations with 
other leads to avoid conflicts
• Brief technicians
• Supervise work
Maintenance Process - Personnel
Technicians
• Receive briefing form lead on work and 
other items of note (visitors, etc.)
• Perform task card items with inspection 
from QA as required
• Document work on task card
Maintenance Process – End of Shift
• Techs and leads interface to determine the 
status of the work
• Leads summarize information and meet 
with shift manager and update the 
turnover communication tool
• The next shift manager and lead group 
participate in out shift briefing



Summation
• Does this process create experts?  No
• Exposure to the development and 
implementation of large aircraft 
maintenance lays a foundation of 
understanding that prepares them for the 
air carrier and MRO workplace
There Is More……
• Research maintenance related NTSB 
reports
• Learn airline maintenance management
• Maintenance economics
• Quality assurance
• They stay busy!
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